Transition Planning Resources

Child Centered Transitions (QPI Florida Training Video) – 7 minutes
Charles H. Zeanah, Jr., M.D., Institute of Infant and Early Childhood Mental Health, Tulane University – School of Medicine
http://centervideo.forest.usf.edu/qpi/transitions/transitions.html

Improving Transitions for Infants…What Do They Need? (Grieving Infant and Toddlers: What Do We See? What Do We Need?) – 89:33 minutes
Julie Ribaudo, LMSW, ACSW, IMH-E (IV)
Introduction by Jennifer Rodriguez, Executive Director, Youth Law Center
http://centervideo.forest.usf.edu/QPI/cali/GrievingInf/GrievingInfants.html

The Science of Attachment: Implications for Foster Care in Early Childhood – Abridged Version (Just in Time Florida Training Video) – 66:56 minutes
Charles H. Zeanah, M.D., Institute of Infant and Early Childhood Mental Health, Tulane University School of Medicine
http://centervideo.forest.usf.edu/qpi/sciattachabridge/start.html

Dr. Kate Rosenblum, Assistant Research Scientist, University of Michigan & Julie Ribaudo, LMSW, ACSW, IMH-E (IV) Clinical Assistant Professor, University of Michigan Quality Parenting Initiative Florida Just in Time Training
http://centervideo.forest.usf.edu/qpi/supportchild/start.html

Techniques For a More Effective Transition (Just in Time Florida Training Video)
Loryn E. Smith, MSW – 52:03 minutes
http://centervideo.forest.usf.edu/qpi/techtrans/techtrans.html

When Children Move …We Can Do Better (QPI Florida Training Video) – 23:23 minutes
Jennifer Cardinal, Foster/Adoptive Parent, Dania Guzman, Foster/Adoptive Parent, Erik Guzman-Chavis, Dania’s Adoptive Son, Anna Brown, Foster Parent, Roberto Varela, Adoptive/Guardian Parent
http://centervideo.forest.usf.edu/qpi/bettertransition/bettertransition.html

Adopting and Parenting Teens: A Journey of Hope and Healing (Just In Time Florida Training Video) – 77:10 minutes
Loryn E. Smith, M.S.W., Director, Woven Basket Christian Adoption Services
http://centervideo.forest.usf.edu/qpi/teenadopt/teenadopt.html

www.qpiflorida.org
Click on “Videos” – on top right of screen
Click on “Just In Time Training Videos”
Click on “Topics”